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Welc
ome
!

I am so happy you decided to take time for your own growth! In this workbook you are going to learn about
ways you can show up and start keeping promises to yourself today! We’ve all broken promises to ourselves.
It’s a part of life, our needs, wants and priorities change as we step into embodying ourselves more and
more each day.
I can’t tell you how many times I have “gone on a diet” only to quit 2 days in and swear I would never go on
another diet again! But after a while, I got tired of quitting, so I took a hard look at why I was doing what I
was doing. I got really curious about what my BIG WHY was, what was truly motivating me to diet in the
first place. And through deep exploration of the FEELINGS behind my surface level reasons for wanting to
go on a diet, I came to the understanding that I was dieting because I wanted to be accepted by people in
my social circle, and I believed on some level that if I were “thin enough” I would have that acceptance.
It turns out, that is a WEAK reason to do anything... When I dug a little deeper I began to see that these
people already accepted me and that the only person who wasn’t accepting me was… well me. So I shifted
my focus from the external to one of internal focus. I got curious about how was I feeling now & how I want
to feel instead. I practiced the exercises I share in my blog, 5 steps to take when feeling stuck, and I came
up with a new goal for myself. One that was just for me. That excited me. That motivated and inspired me. I
set a goal to run 30 road races in 1 year.
So I started training… And entering races… And running them… And having fun. And I ended up running 23
races pushing my ~1 year old (at the time) daughter in the jogging stroller. (I didn’t make the 30 races goal,
because I was pregnant and had a lot of fatigue in my 1st trimester) It was an amazing accomplishment,
reaching a goal that I set for myself. I was so proud of all that I had done. And I did it for no one but me! The
power behind doing something for you is immense.
I know you have within you what it takes to succeed. I believe wholeheartedly that every woman has the
power within her to create the life she has always wanted. And that starts with reconnecting to yourself,
keeping your promises to yourself above all else and getting curious about how amazing your life can really
be.
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If you have the
courage to begin,
You have the
courage to succeed.
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THE REASONS
Your primary relationship is with yourself. It

When you are craving something fresh but

is the most important relationship you will

eat a slice of cake, you disregard your inner

ever have. You will always be there for you.

knowing. When you say yes, but you don’t

But what happens when you don’t show

really mean it, you discount your feelings.

up for you? When you don’t stand up for

When you set an abstract goal, you set

you? When you make and break promises

yourself up to fail and create yet another

to you?

situation to wear away YOUR trust in
yourself. When you disregard what it is that

When we make and break promises to

you want and instead go for a goal set for

ourselves, it erodes our ability to trust

you by someone else, you lose the ability to

ourselves.

fully commit to the goal and when you
give up on it you feel even worse because
you not only let yourself down, but let
someone else down as well.

WHEN WE MAKE AND BREAK PROMISES TO
OURSELVES, IT ERODES OUR ABILITY TO TRUST
I believe there are 4 primary reasons we

3. Weak goals: We have to build the skills to

don't keep our promises to ourselves.

create our goals in a way that they hold
deep meaning and they are powerful

1. The objective really isn't ours. We are

enough to withstand the ego’s mountain of

going for a goal because we think we will

pre-loaded excuses not to grow.

be accepted if we achieve it, but in our
heart we know it's not serving us.

4. We no longer trust our own intuition. We
have looked outside ourselves for the

2. Boundaries: saying yes when you mean

answers to the questions of our life for so

no. We have over extended ourselves to the

long that we no longer trust our own inner

point where we must drop something so

knowing about what is best for us.

we choose to drop ourselves rather than
disappoint someone else.
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REASON 1: THE OBJECTIVE REALLY ISN’T OURS
How many times have you followed

But the truth is, it’s your life. You are a free

someone else's dream for your life? Said

woman, you belong to no one. And it is not

yes to a job or a date because you wanted

your job to dim your light so that others

to be accepted, not because you really

can be more comfortable around you. It is

meant yes, deep down in your heart.

not your job to fulfill other people’s desires

The people in our lives, especially the ones

for your life. No matter what you do, as

closest to us, often have dreams and ideas

long as you are chasing dreams that aren’t

for our lives that don't mirror the dreams

yours, YOU will never be content.

we have for our own lives. Yet we will often

Something will always feel off. You will

put aside our own dreams because

always be searching for that thing to fill

"mother knows best" or because "he said

the void created by living a life that does

he wouldn't love me if I (followed *that*

not truly serve you.

dream, shined my light too brightly,
became *too much*, or otherwise didn’t fit
into the box someone else designed for
my life) ..."
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JOURNAL

TAKE SOME TIME TO THINK ABOUT A
GOAL THAT YOU TOOK ON, THAT WAS
NOT SET BY YOU. WRITE ABOUT HOW
YOU FELT TRYING TO ACHIEVE IT AND
HOW YOU FELT AFTER YOU FINALLY
GAVE UP ON IT. HOW DID YOU TRY TO
FILL THE VOID CREATED BY LIVING A
LIFE THAT DOES NOT TRULY SERVE YOU?
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"One of the most
courageous decisions
you'll ever make is to
finally let go of what is
hurting your heart and
soul."
-BRIGITTE NICOLE
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REASON 2: BOUNDARIES
When you wake up in the morning how

When something feels like a no, that’s your

many hats do you put on? I'm guessing it's

intuition, your inner knowing, saying “hey

quite a few: your mom hat, friend hat,

this isn’t right for me”. When you ignore

wife/girlfriend/lover hat, daughter hat,

that tiny voice, you stop trusting yourself.

employee hat, neighbor hat... and the list

And when you stop trusting yourself, you

goes on... and. On... and on...

stop keeping boundaries that feel right for
you. . You stop questioning things when

Each of these roles you play comes with

they don’t feel right because your lack of

demands on your time, your body and your

boundaries make everything feel not quite

spirit. When you give from a place of guilt,

right.

obligation or fear you disregard your own
needs. When you say yes but want to say

Setting clear boundaries takes some

no, you are doing a disservice to both

practice. Simple prepared statements can

yourself and the person you say yes to.

help in many situations. For example: you

When you say yes while disregarding your

are asked to take on an extra project at

own feelings, wants and desires you not

work, but you do not have the resources to

only teach others how much they can take

complete it. Something as simple as

from you, but you also teach yourself to

“Thank you for thinking of me for this

disregard your own intuition.

project, unfortunately I do not have the
resources at this time to complete it by the
deadline”. A simple, concise response
leaves little room for interpretation.
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MAKE A LIST OF SITUATIONS IN YOUR
LIFE WHERE YOU ARE LACKING CLEAR
BOUNDARIES. FOR EACH AREA, WRITE 1
OR 2 SIMPLE, CONCISE RESPONSES THAT
YOU COULD USE TO OFFER A CLEAR NO.
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BONUS BOUNDARIES TOOL

3 SIMPLE STEPS TO ENSURE
YOU ARE MAINTAINING
HEALTHY CLEAR BOUNDARIES

Feel:
Find a comfortable place to sit with your journal, where you won’t be disturbed.. Focus
your thoughts on a situation or person that leaves you feeling drained, uncomfortable,
anxious or stressed. Take some time now to journal about how you FEEL as you replay
the situation. How does this situation affect you? What behaviors do you exhibit as a
result of this situation - do you go into fight or flight, or start practicing avoidance
behaviors, explore this in your journal. Where do you feel the discomfort in your body?
Explore and describe the feeling. What you are observing is how a weak boundary FEELS
in your body.
Connect:
Take a moment to get grounded. There are many ways to ground yourself. Some of my
favorite ways include: meditation, prayer, affirmations and imagining that you have roots
growing out of the soles of your feet and into the earth. Grounding creates a positive
connection within you, from which you are able to strengthen your relationship with you
and connecting you to your root chakra. It is the stable foundation from which you are
able to activate the feelings of safety and presence. From this grounded present place
within you, you are able to take action.

Action:
Before you enter a place or engage with a person who drains you take a moment to
imagine a pink bubble of protective love and light is surrounding you. Nothing but love
can pass the threshold of your bubble. Imagine, now, that the outside of your bubble is
made up of thousands of tiny reflective mirrors, sending back to anyone you interact
with, whatever energy they are putting out into the world. Spend a few minutes
FEELING the bubble around you, bringing you peace, love and safety no matter where
you go or who you are with.
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“How does one
become a butterfly?”
She asked.
“You must want to
fly so much that you
are willing to give up
being a caterpillar.”
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REASON 3: WEAK GOALS
We must look at the larger desires for our lives with fresh eyes. In our current patriarchal
society the worth of women is assesses based on her weight, her sex appeal, her ability to
have children, and how otherwise pleasing she is to men. We are playing a game we cannot
win.

IN A WORLD WHERE I KNOW I AM WORTHY,
SIMPLY BECAUSE I EXIST,
WHAT DO I WANT TO DO, BE, HAVE OR CREATE?
When we set a goal (for example) to “lose weight” from a place within that says “when I lose
this weight, THEN I will be worthy of the love and respect I desire,” we will never be satisfied
no matter how much weight we lose, because we will still not receive that which we desire
most. No matter how we change ourselves from this model of thinking, someone will always
be thinner, younger, prettier, smarter, faster, better and we will always be chasing our worth.
So what can we do?
Stop. Stop playing the game we can never win. Instead, it’s time for us to play a new game. A
game you can’t lose. A game that simply asks “in a world where I know I am worthy, simply
because I exist, what do I want to do, be, have or create?”
Take some time to explore this question. Get grounded, feel deep into your desires, explore
your motivation behind why you are wanting to manifest the desires you have. Are they
coming from a place of lack? Spending time in open, honest exploration of this question, will
help you create a road map to the truest desires for your life.
I work on this extensively with coaching clients, if you are needing more support, please reach
out and schedule a FREE discovery call with me at joyignited.co/shop .
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GOAL CREATION STRATEGY
The power of goal setting is not a new idea. But have you ever learned how to truly set
effective goals? The traditional method of SMART goals is really great for some situations, but
lacks the power to be the end all be all of goal setting. Bringing in DUMB goals creates a new
and dynamic way of looking at your goals and dreams. Let’s take a look at both styles and how
we can bring them together to create the best goals ever!

D.U.M.B GOALS & S.M.A.R.T GOALS
DUMB:

Smart:

1.

Dream driven

1.

Specific

2.

Uplifting

2.

Measurable

3.

Method Friendly

3.

Achievable

4.

Behavior Triggered

4.

Realistic

5.

Time bound

Dumb Goals ask:

Smart Goals ask:

What is the bigger vision for my life?

What do I want to achieve? Why?

What inspires me? What drives me?

What is the cost to reach this goal

How will I work towards my bigger goal?

(resources?)

How can I remind myself to consistently

Can I achieve this goal?

show up?

What is the time frame to reach this goal?

Why do I want this?
What will my life feel like when I have this?
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CREATE FEELING BASED GOALS
Smart goals lack inspiration. When you ask
yourself if you can achieve a goal you
create a space for the ego to come in and
fill you with doubt, keeping you small, by
instead going for a weak goal that you are
less likely to be fully committed to and
more likely to fail at reaching.
If instead you start with DUMB goals you
will have a strong foundation to build your
SMART goals upon.
As you think about your goals, work
through this series of questions:
1. What is your dream for your life?
2. Frame your goal in a positive manner
that makes you FEEL good!

Now we work backwards from your big
goal:
1. Big goal: 3 to 5 years out
2. Year 1 goal
3. 4 quarter goals: Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4
4. 3 month goals: M1, M2, M3
5. 4 weekly goals for month 1 (you will
revisit monthly goals at the start of each
month)
Questions to ask as you write your weekly
and monthly goals:
1. How will I know when I have reached my
goals? If it's not specific enough, keep
working to get more clarity.
2. What specific things am I doing each

3. What habits can you create to help you
move daily toward your goals?
4. Create triggers to remind you to keep
moving toward your goals.

week to get to my monthly goal?
3. Can I realistically get all of this done in
the time available?
4. Does this work align with my big goal?

Setting goals that inspire you to take consistent, daily action and
motivate you to continue moving forward through the inevitable
challenges and setbacks, creates a container for success.
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JOURNAL

IF YOU KNEW THAT YOU COULD NOT FAIL,
THAT ALL OF LIFE IS ORGANIZING AROUND
YOUR SUCCESS: WHAT WOULD YOUR
DREAM LIFE LOOK LIKE? WHAT WOULD IT
FEEL LIKE? WHO WOULD YOU BE?
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BONUS GOAL
SETTING TOOL
The dream for my life in the area of ________________________________________________________ is
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________.
Write you goal in positive terms:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________.
What daily habits will help you move toward your goal?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________.
What triggers can you create to help you move towards your goals? (i.e.: set reminders on your phone,
when you wake up you take 5 minutes to connect to yourself and focus on your goals, etc.)
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________.
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BONUS GOAL
SETTING TOOL
Planning for success:
Big Goal 3 to 5 years out
__________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
Year 1 goal
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
4 quarterly goals
Q1________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Q2________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Q3________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Q4________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
3 monthly goals
M1________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
M2________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
M3________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
4 week goals for M1Q1
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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BEING STILL
DOES NOT
MEAN DON'T
MOVE,
IT MEANS
MOVE IN
PEACE.
-LAO TZU
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REASON 4: WE NO LONGER TRUST OURSELVES
Have you ever had the feeling that your life

In our western culture we have been

was wildly off track? When was the last

taught since childhood to search outside

time you daydreamed about the life you

ourselves for validation about what is

want to be living? So often we make

"right" for our lives. We look to our teachers,

choices, big life altering choices for our

our bosses, our parents or friends, and the

lives because our culture tells us we

media to give us that sense of security

should. We pick careers because we "need

about who and how we should be, that

to make lots of money", we pick partners

sense of fitting in with “the tribe”. In doing

because "he has a good stable job and will

this we lose touch with our own inner

be a good provider", we buy a big house

knowing about what is right for ourselves.

and fill it with stuff in an attempt to fit into
a society that starves our soul.

OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH OURSELVES HAS BEEN
ERODED OVER TIME BY OUR LACK OF TRUST IN OUR
OWN INTUITION.
We have more stuff than at any time in

Reconnecting to our intuition happens as

history, yet we are more unhappy, more in

we rebuild our relationship with ourselves.

debt, and are more disconnected than

Every time we get curious, turning our

we've ever been.

attention inwards, we build connection to
our intuition. When we take time to be still

So how do we find our way back to

and allow the answers to the questions of

ourselves? How do we create a life that

our lives to come to us, we strengthen our

brings true happiness?

connection to our intuition.

It starts with reconnecting to ourselves, to

Start simply. Ask "I wonder" questions and

our inner knowing, also called intuition.

listen for the answer without an objective

Reconnecting to the gentle voice within

about how or what the answer should be.

that speaks the truth of who you are and

simply allow the answer to come. This

what you are capable of. The voice of love.

practice creates connection to our inner
knowing.
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L E T T HE
B E A U T Y O F
WHA T Y O U
L O V E B E
WHA T Y O U
DO .
- R U MI

REBUILDING TRUST
The following questions are designed to

WHAT IS IT THAT I MOST DEEPLY DESIRE

help us reconnect to our deepest desires

TO EXPERIENCE IN MY LIFE?

for our lives. Take time to get curious and
answer these questions, not from your

WHAT IS IT THAT I MOST DEEPLY DESIRE

head, but from your heart. Focus on how

TO EXPRESS IN MY LIFE?

you feel as you are answering them. If you
find that your heart is not screaming "holy

WHAT IS IT THAT I MOST DEEPLY DESIRE

hell YES!" after you have answered them,

TO CREATE?

that is a good indication that you are not
listening to your inner knowing as you

WHAT IS IT THAT I MOST DEEPLY DESIRE

answer them. Trust is rebuilt when we

TO CONTRIBUTE?

listen and follow our intuition.
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WHAT IS IT THAT I MOST DEEPLY DESIRE
TO EXPERIENCE IN MY LIFE?
WHAT IS IT THAT I MOST DEEPLY DESIRE
TO EXPRESS IN MY LIFE?
WHAT IS IT THAT I MOST DEEPLY DESIRE
TO CREATE?
WHAT IS IT THAT I MOST DEEPLY DESIRE
TO CONTRIBUTE?
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It was never about
the destination.
It has ONLY ever been
about the journey.
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